
Z Collections: Stammblaetter 

Stammblaetter vary in fo1·mat, but typically include all or some of the followmg mfo11nat1on: 

a. EWZ case nurnber (upper. left comer or top of fo1·1n) and a separate Vomi number
b. Names, dates and places of birth for the applicant, his/her spouse, children, parents
c . Marital status of the applicant, with the date and place of marriage, if married
d. Religion of the applicant, his/her spouse, parents and spousal parents
e. Occupation of the applicant
f. Nationality and last place of residence o the applicant and his/her parents
g. Photograph of the applicant bearing his/her EWZ nu1nber (reverse side of form)
h. EWZ processing information, such as date transported and latest address or camp

Unlike the E/G Kartei, the Stammblaetter were usually prepared only for applicants over the age 
of fifteen. As with the other EWZ collections, the percentage of Stammblaetter that survived ( of 
the total n11mber created) is unknown. There are gaps in the number sequences, meaning either 
that some Stammblaetter are missing or that those missing n11mbers were not used. Roll 1001 has 
many forms which are missing from the main sequence. 

The EWZ reserved whole blocks of numbers for use in specific geographic areas, such as Bessarabia, Galicia, Wolhynia, the Bukovina, the Dobrudja, the USSR, etc., making it possible tofmd applicants from a given region or country (see list below). In some ·locations, the EWZ p�ocessed entire villages using consecutive case n bers. A NARA project to index all Russian villages by Sta1runblaetter numbers is partially com lete ; other regions may also later be indexed.

Estonia and Latvia 
(1939) 

Galicia, Wolhynia
and Narew district

0001 10,921 
20,100 -31,000

60,00 I -68,000

73,293 -81,591 

11,001 20,000

31,001 -59,999
68,000 -71,000

73,001 -74,000

85,00 I -85,950

89,00 I -102,500

105,000 108,000
111,103 -113,500

81,700 84,000
103,001 -108,100
111,000 112,000
113,001 118,500

119,522 -119,949
159,001 159,999
162,802 163,000
163,200 163 855

120,001 - 158,600
160,001 164,380
164,800 167,000
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